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Abstract

described, respectively. In Section 5, the experimental results
are shown. The conclusion is described in Section 6.

This paper presents a fully automatic word error correction on
a confusion network that makes use of long contextual information. However, a problem with long contextual information is that improvement of the recognition accuracy is minimal
because of the word errors surrounding words. In this paper,
recognition errors are first reduced by error correction using N gram features. After that, the long-distance context scores are
applied to the correction of the residual recognition errors.
Index Terms: confusion network, conditional random fields,
word-error correction, long contextual information

2. Flow of proposed method
Figure 1 shows the flow of the proposed method. The “Learning N -gram model” process shows the learning process of the
error detection model using N -gram information and posterior
probability on the confusion network. First, speech data are
recognized and the recognition results are output as a confusion network. Second, each word on the confusion network is
labeled as false or true, and the first error detection model is
trained by CRF using unigram, bigram, trigram and posterior
probability features on the confusion network.
The “Learning context model” process shows the learning
process of the error detection model using long contextual information. Different speech data from those mentioned above are
recognized and the recognition results are output as a confusion
network. After the recognition errors are reduced by correcting
them with the “Error detection model (N-gram)” in Figure 1,
the long-distance context score is computed using the results of
latent semantic analysis. Similarly, each word is labeled as false
or true, and the second error detection model is trained by CRF
using unigram, bigram, trigram and long distance context score
features.
In the “Test” process, the confusion network is produced
in the same way from the input speech. Then word re-ranking
on the confusion network is carried out using the first error detection model, “N -gram”. After that, the long-distance context
score is computed, and the second re-ranking is carried out using the second error detection model, “Context”.

1. Introduction
Speech technology is now widely used in the field of speech
archiving, such as PodCastle [1] on the Internet or MIT lecture
browser [2]. In these systems, to read the speech in words or to
retrieve the proper passages using keywords, a low word-error
rate (WER) is strongly required. A language model can contribute to selecting the most plausible words among the candidates presumed by the acoustic model. However, if the acoustic
score of a false word is high, it may be selected irrespective of
the language model.
To solve this problem, some discriminative language models [3, 4, 5] have been proposed to re-rank the N-best sentences
after large-vocabulary, continuous speech recognition. They
use N -grams trained from speech recognition results including
false words and a given transcription. Though these methods
employ short-distance context information (e.g., trigram), they
do not employ long-distance context information over several
utterances.
In this paper, we propose a new method for correcting
speech recognition errors based on long-distance context. However, long-distance context has the problem that a context score
for every word depends considerably on the recognition accuracy of the words surrounding it. So, it is not desirable that
long-distance context information be applied to recognition results that contain many recognition errors. Therefore, in this paper, recognition errors are first reduced by error correction using
N -gram features in order to allow the use of the long-distance
context information as one of the features used to correct speech
recognition. Then, these long-distance context scores are applied to the correction of the residual recognition errors. In this
paper, error correction is carried out using conditional random
fields (CRF) [6], and a confusion network [7] is used as the
competition hypotheses. A confusion network was proposed
for compact representation of the speech recognition results.
This paper is constructed as follows. In Section 2, the flow
of the proposed method is discussed. In Sections 3 and 4, long
contextual information and a word-error correction method are
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3. Long contextual information
3.1. Computation algorithm
The semantic score of the word is defined to be high if the meaning of the word is similar to the meaning of the words around
the underlining word. Focusing on the content words, such as
nouns, verbs and adjectives, the semantic score of the word w
is computed as follows:
(1) Context c(w) of the content word w is formed as the
collection of the content words around w including itself,
as shown in Figure 2.
(2) Similarity SC(wi ) between the context c(w) and the ith word wi in the context is computed (see section 3.2).
(3) The average similarity SC(wi ) is computed as
SCavg (w).
(4) The difference between SC(w) and SCavg (w) is computed as a normalized similarity score SS(w) as shown
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Figure 1: Flow of the proposed method

ysis (LSA) [9]. After generating the document-word matrix
W using tf -idf , it is factored using singular value decomposition (SVD) as follows;

below;
(1)

SS(w) = SC(w) − SCavg (w)

The larger the value of SC(w) is, the more the word w is semantically similar to the context. SC(w) is subject to the context and the normalized similarity score SS(w) is stable.

W ≈ Ŵ = U SV T

Using the row vector ui of the matrix U and the row vector vj of
the matrix V , the similarity sim(ri , cj ) between the document
cj and the word ri is computed as follows;
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By replacing the document cj with the context c(w) and word
ri with the i-th word wi in the context, the similarity SC(wi )
between them is computed.
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4. Error Correction
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4.1. Conditional Random Fields

Figure 2: Computation of semantic score

Conditional Random Fields (CRF) is one of the discriminative
language models. CRF processes a series of data, such as sentences, and is represented as the conditional probability distribution of output labels when input data are given. The model
is trained from a series of data and labels. The series of labels
that the model estimates are output when test data are given.

3.2. Similarity between word and context
Similarity SC(wi ) between the context c(w) and the i-th
word wi in the context is computed by latent semantic anal-
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Table 1: Speech analysis conditions and specifications of HMM
Sampling frequency
Acoustic feature
Window type
Frame length
Frame shift length
Acoustic model
Number of mixtures
State
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Figure 3: An example of a confusion network
Then, rather than labels optimizing individual data being assigned to each data, labels optimizing a series of data are assigned to them. In short, CRF can also learn the relationship
between data.
In this paper, we use CRF to discriminate the unnatural N gram from the natural N -gram. In short, we use CRF to detect
recognition errors. This kind of discriminative language model
can be trained by incorporating the speech recognition results
and the corresponding correct transcription. Discriminative language models, such as CRF, can detect unnatural N -grams and
correct the false word to fit the natural N -gram.
In the case of CRF, the conditional probability distribution
is defined as
!
1
P (y | x) =
λa fa (y, x))
(4)
exp(
Z(x)
a

4.3. Error Correction Algorithm
In this paper, as mentioned above, recognition errors are corrected using CRF. Word-error correction can be achieved in the
confusion set by selecting the word with the highest value of the
following linear discriminant function. We use the best likelihood words in the confusion network, and the second one and
third one as training data by CRF because the confusion network has many unique null transitions. If the confusion set has
no third likelihood word, it is supplemented with the second
one. Similarly, if it has no second likelihood word, it is supplemented with the first one. The features learned are mentioned
in Section 5. After the learning process is finished, recognition
errors are corrected using the algorithm below.
(1) Convert syllable/word recognition of the test data into
confusion network.
(2) Extract the best likelihood words from the confusion network, and detect recognition error using CRF.
(3) Check the confusion set in order of time series. The word
identified as correct data is left unchanged. The word
identified as a mis-recognition is replaced with the next
likelihood word in the confusion set. After that, detect
recognition error by CRF again.
(4) Select the best likelihood word in the confusion set if the
word identified as correct data does not exist.
(5) Repeat processes (3) and (4) for all confusion sets in
turn.
(6) Repeat processes (2) to (5) for all confusion networks in
turn.

where x is a series of data and y denotes output labels. fa denotes feature function and λa is the weight of fa . Furthermore
Z(x) is the partition function and defined as
!
!
exp(
λa fa (y, x)).
(5)
Z(x) =
y

a

When training data (xi , yi )(1 ≤ i ≤ N ) are given, the parameter λa is learned in order to maximize the log likelihood of
formula (6)
L=

N
!
i=1

log P (yi | xi ).

(6)

L-BFGS algorithm [8] is used as a learning algorithm.
In the discrimination process, the task is to compute optimum output labels ŷ for the given input data x by using the conditional probability distribution P (y|x) calculated in the learning process. ŷ can be computed as formula (7) by Viterbi algorithm.
ŷ = argmax P (y | x)

16 kHz
MFCC (25 dim.)
Hamming window
25 ms
10 ms
Triphone (3,000 states)
16
5 states and 3 loops

Using this algorithm, CRF distinguishes correct words
from mis-recognitions, and all the words identified as misrecognitions are corrected. Because word bigrams and trigrams
are used as features by CRF, the correct or mis-recognized label
of the word may change to the other when a proceeding word
is corrected. This is the reason we mentioned “in order of time
series” in the algorithm (3).

(7)

y

4.2. Confusion Network
The proposed system detects recognition errors by CRF, and
corrects errors by replacing them with other competing hypotheses. We use the confusion network to represent competing
hypotheses.
The confusion network is the compact representation of the
speech recognition result. Fig. 3 shows the example of the confusion network generated from the speech “Watashi tachi wa
(We are)” in Japanese. The transition network enclosed by the
dotted line includes the competitive word candidates with the
confidence score and is called the confusion set. In this figure,
four confusion sets are depicted. The null transition shown by
“-” indicates there is no candidate word.

5. Experiment
5.1. Experimental Conditions
In order to generate the confusion network from speech data,
we employed Julius-4.1.4. The acoustic model was trained
using 953 lectures (male: 787 lectures, female: 166 lectures)
from the CSJ speech database. Training specifications are
shown in Table 1. The acoustic feature is MFCC (12 dim.)
+ ∆MFCC (12 dim.) + log power. The language model
was trained using 2,596 lectures from the CSJ transcription
database. The total number of words is 6,671,844.
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Table 2: Numbers of training data and test data in the error
correction experiment
N -gram model Context model
Test
Number of lectures
150
150
301
Number of words
2,259,901
311,374
113,289
Table 3: Features for error detection model learning
N -gram model Context model
Unigram
%
%
Bigram
%
%
Trigram
%
%
Confidence of
%
−
Confusion Network
Long-distance context score
−
%

Table 4: Five comparison experiments
Recognition result
N -gram model (Baseline)
Context model
2-step correction (N -gram)
Proposed method

N -gram model
×
%
×
%%
%

Context model
×
×
%
×
%

Table 5: Evaluation with error types
Recognition result
N -gram model
(Baseline)
Context model
2-step correction
(N -gram)
Proposed method

The numbers of training and testing data for the error detection model using CRF are shown in Table 2, and the types
of feature functions are shown in Table 3. The first error detection model (N -gram) is trained from Word unigram, bigram, trigram and confidence of confusion network by CRF. The second
one (Context) is trained from Word unigram, bigram, trigram
and long-distance context score by CRF.

SUB
28,446
21,322

DEL
5,453
7,227

INS
14,751
8,971

WER [%]
42.94
33.12

21,267
19,132

7,072
9,193

9,070
6,374

33.02
30.63

18,144

10,052

5,203

29.48

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the full automatic word error
correction on a confusion network by employing long-distance
context information using the latent semantic analysis. The proposed two-step correction method can efficiently use the longdistance context information, compared with the conventional
one-step or two-step correction methods. As a result of the experiments, the proposed method achieved an improvement of
3.64 points compared to the baseline.

5.2. Experimental Results
We carried out five experiments, as shown in Table 4, for comparison. The first is the general speech recognition experiment denoted as “Recognition result”. The second is the baseline experiment denoted as “N -gram model (Baseline)”, where
word errors are corrected by N -gram model in Table 3, following the algorithm described in Subsection 4.3. The third is
“Context model” with the long-distance context score incorporated into “Recognition result”. “N -gram model (Baseline)”
and “Context model” are trained using all 300 training lectures
(150 + 150) described in Table 2. “2-step correction (N -gram)”
is the experiment where both two error detection models are
trained using features of “N -gram model” in Table 3. However,
each N -gram model is trained by using two different training
datasets. “Proposed method” is the two-step correction with
“N -gram model” and “Context model” described in the flow in
Figure 1. So, the contribution of long-distance context score
in one-step correction and that in two-step correction can be
compared. The performance is measured as the word error
rate (WER).
Table 5 shows the word-error rate and evaluation with error
types. “SUB”, “DEL” and “INS” denote the number of substitution errors, delete errors and insert errors, respectively. The
table shows that substitution number of errors and insert errors
of the proposed method decreased, compared with the others.
As a result, the word-error rate of the proposed method also
shows the best results. Compared with the baseline, the worderror rate of the proposed method was reduced by 3.64 points
from 33.12 % to 29.48 %. The contribution of long-distance
context score in one-step correction (between “N -gram model”
and “Context model”) is 0.10 points, namely WER is reduced
from 33.12 % to 33.02 %. The contribution is low because
long-distance context information is not efficiently computed
due to the large number of recognition errors. On the other
hand, its contribution in two-step correction (between “2-step
correction” and “Proposed method”) is 1.15 points. By correcting with an N -gram model in advance, long-distance context
information is efficiently computed and applied.
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